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MODERN LANGUAGE NOTES 

VOLUME XXXVI NOVEMBER, 1921 NUMBER 7 

THE THEORY OF "'NATURAL GOODNESS-" IN 
ROUSSEAU'S NOUVELLE HIELOISE 

The present article proposes to study in detail the theories ex- 
pressed in the NottveUle le'loise regardinig what is Commonly called 
the " natural goodness of man." It is evident that no subject canl 
have greater importance for an accuirate understanding of Rous- 
seau's novel. Mr. Schinz has already poinited out that Rousseatu's 
views on the question of natural goodness did not remain fixed 
and free from variation in worlcs anterior to the Nouvelle Heloise: 
namely, the First and Second Discourses.' It is therefore danger- 
ous to speak of the theories of Jean-Jacques en bloc. Each work 
is deserving of separate and detailed sttudy from the point of view 
of this theory and generalizations must be made with great caution. 

Can we safely follow Mr. Schinz in grouping together the Nou- 
velle Heloise and Emnile in the statement that both picture man as 
"bon au fond"? 2 Shall we, with Beaudoin, speak of all Rotus- 
seau's work in one breath and say: "Dans son systeme, suivre sa 
nature est toute la morale"? 3 Ought we to agree fully with M. 
Cuendet that Rousseau's conception of nature "est dans totis les 
cas aux antipodes de la conception augustinienne de la corruption 
radicale de l'homme separe de Dietu et prive de la grace "? Was 
Masson right in accusing Rousseau of forgetting " la faiblesse 

I Albert Schinz, "La notion de vertu dans le Premier Discouirs de J. J. 
Rousseau," Mercure de Fraance, ler juin 1912. "La theorie de la bont6 
naturelle de l'homme chez Rouisseaui," Revue du XVIIIe siWcle, 1913. 

2Rev. du XVIIIe siecle (1913), p. 445. 
3H. Beaudoin, La vie et les weuvres de J. J. Rousseau (1891), ii, p. 513. 
4 IV. Cuiendet, La philosophie religieuse de J. J. Rousseau (1913), p. 162. 
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humaine " and is his a Christianity " d'oui le sentiment du peche a 
disparu"? 5 To what extent did Rousseau in the Nouvelle 1HI1oise 
deny the reality of "the civil war in the cave," 6 the struggle 
between good and evil in the breast of the individual? How far 
did Jean-Jacques believe in the doctrine of "innate goodness " 7 
so often associated with his name? 

An answer to these questions, so far as the Nouvelle HEtoise is 
concerned, can safely be given only after a study of all the passages 
which mention or imply the existence or the noll-existence of " la 
bonte naturelle." Among these, as will appear, there are contra- 
dictions to be taken into account, contradictions doubtless in part 
explained by the necessity, in a philosophical novel, of permitting 
the clash of conflicting points of view. Moreover, no study of this 
subject would be accurate or complete if it were limited to weighing 
the evidence of individual passages, important and necessary as that 
is; we must also consider the trend of the work as a whole. 

We soon find that the term, "natural goodness," needs definition 
and that Rousseau himself does not always offer us the same con- 
ception of it. The word " nature," then as now, is used sometimes 
with o-ne meaning, sometimes with another. In a majority of cases, 
however, the word is employed to designate a state, a character, or 
impulses, which are primitive, instinctive, or non-artificial.8 Thus, 

Pierre Maurice Masson, La religion de J. J. Rousseau (1916), ii, p. 294. 
6 Irving Babbitt, Rousseau and Romanticism (1919), p. 187. Cf. pp. 

122, 130, 157, 256, 330. Cf. Diderot, (Euvres (Ass6zat), iI, p. 246. 
Paul Elmer More, Shelburne Essays, vi, pp. 215, 223. 

8 After analysing the use of the word " nature " in the Nouvelte Heloise, 
I have reached the following conclusions. Nature is used fifty-five times 
to designate the original creative force in the universe; one hundred 
five times to mean that which is due only to this original creative force, 
hence a primitive, instinctive, or non-artificial state, character, or im- 
pulses; ten times to indicate the existing scheme of things; twelve times 
applied to the physical universe; twelve times meaning the physical 
human or animal 'body or life; once in the sense of sort or kind; and three 
times to indicate accord with truth or probability. Of course, in such 
classifications, the dividing line is not always easy to draw and it is not 
claimed that these 'figures are to be taken as more than approximately 
true. Different individuals, even the same individual at different times, 
would undoubtedly make a somewhat different classification. Hlence, we 
feel justified in concluiding only that Jean-Jacques puts the emphasis over- 
whelmingly upon primitivism in the passages where he uses the words 
nature or naturel or naturellement. 
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it is clear that in the passages where Rousseau specifically uses the 
word " nature " he is most often stressing his belief in primitivism, 
but when the question of man's goodness or virtue is raised, we soon 
find Rousseau offering us several different points of view. 

There is, for example, the belief expressed by Wolmar that man 
is neither good nor bad, but neutral. "Je conous que le caractere 
general de l'homme est un amour propre indiffferent par lui-meme, 
hon ou mauvais par les accidents qui le modifient." 9 This theory 
might be criticized as implying that man is really selfish, hence 
ready to commit a bad action at the invitation of circumstances, 
and therefore already bad in principle. But I have not found this 
idea expressed elsewhere in the Nouvelle HEeloise and we need 
not dwell upon it here. 

Much more important, as we should expect from our previous 
discussion, is the place given to what we may call primitive good- 
ness. Man was good " before the Fall," said the Church, " before 
being spoiled by society," said Rousseau as he looked back regret- 
fully, like many another since, to "the good old days." Saint- 
Preux writes: " Tout consiste a ne pas gater l'homme de la natuLre 
en l'appropriant 'a la societe." 10 Julie comments upon her chil- 
dren: " Nourris encore dans leur premiere simplicite, d'ou leur 
viendroient des vices dont ils n'ont point vu d'exemple? ' 11 Saint- 
Preux, using a commonplace of voyage literature, speaks of "]es 
peuples bons et simples " 12 and Julie says: " L'on devient comme 
un nouvel etre sorti recemment des mains de la nature." 13 Saint- 
PTeux feels himself " confus, humilie, consterne, de sentir degrader 
en moi la nature de l'homme." "Tous les caracteres sont bons 
et sains en eux-memes, selon M. de Wolmar. I1 n'y a point, dit-il, 
d'erreurs dans la nature; tous les vices qu'on impute au naturel 
sont l'e-ffet des mauvaises formes qu'il a regues." 15 Other similar 
passages might be quoted."6 

Closely allied to this theory of primitive goodness is the idea of 
instinctive or innate goodness, which has offered to opponents of 

9J. J. Rousseau, CEtuvres completes (Hachette, 1863), iIr, 459. 
10 Ibid., 545. 11 Ibid., 525. 
12 Ibid., 492. 13Ibid., 368. 

14Ibid., 291. '5Ibid., 510. 
16 Cf. ibid., pp. 131, 375 (man is here admitted to have a tendency toward 

evil), 455, 512, 525. Contrast p. 513. 
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Rousseau abundant opportunity to hold him up to easy ridicule. 
It is really primritive goodness looked at from a slightly different 
angle, for, if men are good by instinct, then primitive men are more 
likely to be true to their inistincts, and hence good. Julie writes 
to Saint-Preux: " Tu requs du ciel cet heureux penchant a tout ce 
qui est bon et honnete: n'ecoute que tes propres desirs; ne suis que 
tes inclinations naturelles." 17 Later she herself thanks Heaveen 
" de lui avoir donne un coeur sensible et porte' au bien." 18 Saint- 
Preux writes of her to Edouard: "Pour Julie, qui n'eut jamais 
d'autre regle que son coeur,9 et n'en sauroit avoir de plus su^re, elle 
s'y livre sans scrupule, et, pour bien faire, elle fait tout ce qu'il 
lui demande." 20 

But more frequently the Noouvelle Heloise offers still another con- 
ception of life; namely, that of a combat against one's desires and 
incliniations. " La foiblesse est de l'homrne," says Julie, but, " sui- 
vant une regle plus sufre que ses pelichans, il sait faire le bien qLui 
lui coute, et sacrifier les desirs de son cccur a la loi du devoir." 21 
Claire writes to Julie: "-Toute ta vie n'a etfe qu'un combat con- 
tinLuel, ofi, meme apres ta defaite, l'holineur, le devoir, n'ont cesse 
de resister, et ont fini par vaincre." 22 If it be objected that here 
" honor " and " duty " are but mani's " natural goodness " gaining 
the victory, we are merely brought to a conception of goodness as 
a result of man's higher nature triumphing over the lower. This 
constitutes a third interpre-tation of " la bonte naturelle," perfectly 
legitimate here, btut certainly very different from that usually given. 
Note too that Julie writes to Saint-Preux: "Voila, cher Saint- 
Preux, la veritable humilite du chretien; c'est de trouver toujours 

17 Ibid., 269. "8 Ibid., 624. 
19" 19hen Rousseau here uses the word coeur, does he mean instinct, in- 

tuition, or emotionzal feeling, all three beinc in contrast to raison, or does 
he perhaps mean conseience? If the latter, then of coturse, this passage 
means something quite different from nmerely following the path of least 
r-esistance. The query lhelps to illustrate the difficulty of treating this 
subject of " la bont, naturelle " and warns one of the danger of basing an 
argument wholly, or even chiefly, upon Rousseau's use of special words 
or upon what seems to be hiis meaning in particular passages quoted. 

20 Ibid., 486. Cf. pp. 142, 175, 260, 347 (this view is later renounced), 
488, 153, 252 (this instinctive goodness is later lost), 253, 268, 271, 293, 
521, 577. 

21 Ibid., 367. 22 Ibid., 467. 
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sa t'che au-dessus de ses forces." 23 Saint-Preux himself writes 
to Julie: "Chere amie, ne savez-vous pas que la veltLI est un etat 
de guerie et que poui' y vivre on a toujouls quelque combat 'a ren-drle 
contre soi? 24 Celtainly this would seem to accor-d with Mr. 
Schinz's statement regarding the First Discourse that vilrtue is con- 
sidered as " une lutte colntre les penchants naturels de l'homme," 
thus implying that " l'homme est naturellement mauvais." 25 If it 
be maintained that man, primitively good, is niow strugglinlg agailnst 
himself to get back to his formel state of goodness, what have we 
but the Biblical doctrine of the Fall, expressed in other words? 
Certainly, to all intents and purposes, man, whether spoiled by 
society or n-ot, w-hether fallen from his state of origilnal goodness 
or not, now appealrs in the words of the Nouvelle Hiloise as evil 
and forcedI to struggle " contre soi" in this present age. Surely 
Rousseau has not here lost sight of " la faiblesse humainle," as 
AMasson has stated he sometimes did. W\e note these wvords of Saint- 
Pireux to Julie: " S'enisuit-il de la que la pri'ee soit inlutile? A 
Dieu ne plaise que je m'ote cette ressource contre mes foiblesses !" 2G 

Jtulie is orthodox enough wxhen she says: " Nous sommes libres, il 
est vrai, mais nous sommes ignorans, foibles, portes an mal. Et 
d'oiu Inous vieindroient la lumiere et la force, si ce n'est de celui qui 
en est la source? " 27 Thus she refers directly to divine aid as 
necessary to supplement human wealkness. "J'osai compter sur 
moi-menme," says Julie, " et voila commenlt on se perd." 28 In an- 
other passage she observes: "Le premier pas pour sortir de notre 
misere est de la connoitre. Soyons humbles pour etre sages; voyons 
notre foiblesse, et nlous seroils forts." 29 Saint-Preux quotes Julie 
on the Protestant religion, wNhich not only follows nature but cor- 
rects it, "qui la suit et la rectifie." 30 Moreover, Julie came to 
modify her first views on the educatioln of her children. " J'avois 
d'abord resolu. de lui accorder tout ce qu'il demanderoit, persuadee 
que les premiers mouvemrens de la nature sont toujours bons et 
salutaires. Mais je n'ai pas tarde' de connoitre qu'en se faisant un 
droit d'e'tre obeis, les enfans sortoienit de. l'etat de nature presque 

23 Ibid., 585. 24 Ibid., 595. 
25 teCv. (lit XVIIIe siecle (1913), p. 445. 
' Rousseau, (Euvres, Ir, 596. 
2 Ibid., 587. 28 Ib id., 625. 
29Ibid., 588. 30 Ibid., 434. 
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en naissant, et contractoient nos vices par notre exemple, les leurs 
par notre indiscretion." 31 This saves the face of the theorizer, 
but " tout juste." It is really an absolute denial of any practical 
value in the goodness of nature principle, primitive or otherwise. 
Who does not here see the practical Rousseau replacing, at least for 
a moment, the theoretical? In support of the combat theory of 
virtue there are, strange as that may seem in the light of tradi- 
tional views regarding Jean-Jacques, many more passages than 
there are in favor of other theories of life and conduct.32 

3a Ibid., 516. 
"2Note also the following: " I1 n'y a que l'art de les r6primer [les pas- 

sions] qui nous manque" (p. 143); "l'honneur de combattre" (p. 144); 
" j'ai si peu de combats a rendre contre moi-n,6me, tant je vous trouve 
attentive a les prevenir " (p. 145) ; " la dure espbce de combat que nous 
aurons d6sormais a soutenir" (p. 173) ; "temoins de ses combats et de sa 
victoire" (p. 179) ; "tu as plus combattu" (p. 181) ; "ce noble enthou- 
siasme . . . qui t'Vleva toujours .au-dessus de toi-meme" (p. 181) ; "tel 
est, mon ami, l'effet assur6 des sacrifices qu'on fait a la vcrtu: s'ils coittent 
souvent a faire, il est toujours doux de les avoir faits" (p. 198) ; love, 
" qui sait epurer nos penchans naturels " (p. 209) ; " ma foiblesse " (p. 
209); " ne serez-vous vertueux que quand il n'en cofttera rien de l'etre?" 
(p. 221); mention of "la fermet6 stoique" and of "Epictete" (p. 239); 
" il est fait pour combattre et vaincre " (p. 246); " veux-je etre vertueuse" 
is contrasted with "veux-je suivre le penchant de mon ceur," but nature 
is here thought of as on the side of duty (p. 252); " je vois ainsi d6figurer 
ce divin modele que je porte au-dedans de moi, et qui servoit A la fois 
d'objet A mes d6sirs et de regle a mes actions" (p. 291); "les premiers 
actes de vertu sont toujours les plus p6nibles " (p. 330); "Julie .m'a trop 
appris comment il faut imimoler le bonheur au devoir" (p. 331); " in- 
sensde et farouche vertu! j'obdis A ta voix sans mdrite; je t'abhorre en 
faisant tout pour toi " (p. 332) ; "en te livrant a la fois a tous les pen- 
chans, tu les confonds au lieu de les accorder, et deviens coupable A force 
de vertus" (p. 348); "celui qui, par respect pour le mariage, r6sisteroit 
au penchant de son ca,ur " (p. 349); "les d6sirs memes ne sembloient 
nattre que pour nous donner l'honneur de les vaincre" (p. 359); "la force 
dont j'avois besoin pour r6sister L mon propre eceur" (p. 363); "malgr6 
que j'en aie, il m'6lMve au-dessus de moi-meme, et je sens qu'a force de 
conflance il m'apprend a la m4riter" (pp. 415-16) ; Julie believes in dis- 
cipline, not indulgence, for children (p. 421) ; " elle soutint ce jour-l le 
plus grand combat qu'Ame humaine ait pu soutenir; elle vainquit pour- 
tant " (p. 481) ; " on n'a besoin que de soi pour r6primer ses penchans, 
on a quelquefois besoin d'autrui pour discerner ceux qu'il est permis de 
suivre," thus pointing out the necessity of a check upon many of our in- 
clinations (p. 483); " le spectacle d'une ame sublime et pure, triomphant 
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If it seems that these passages are not in themselves conclusive, 
consider the book as a whole. The first parts of the Nouvelle 
Heloise are the story of the downfall of Saint-Preux and of Julie 
through following their natural instincts without check. Then 
comes Julie's conversion, and what started as though it were to be 
a glorification of the primal rights of passion and of "natural" 
instincts, continues as the narrative of Julie's struggle toward a 
virtue to be won, not through her own strength or " natural good- 
ness" alone, but through divine aid. It is true that at the end 
we find her love for Saint-Preux still burning, but in spite of this 
she is able to rejoice that death will soon remove from her the possi- 
bility of yielding to this love, a fact which seems to show that she 
too at the end finds herself very human in her weakness and unable 
to work out alone her own salvation. Her very acquiescence, how- 
ever, in this outcome shows that duty has triumphed over her 
natural instincts. Is not the outcome optimistic rather than pessi- 
mistic? 33 Was not her real mistake in thinking that the me6nage 
a trois could be successful? Whether Rousseau consciously intended 
it or not, such seems to be the conclusion of his book. Let us note 

de ses passions et regnant sur elle-meme " (p. 482); " je doute qu'on 
puisse jamais tirer un bon parti d'un mauvais caractere, et que tout natu- 
rel puisse etre tourne h bien " (p. 513); " aurions-nous jamais fait ce 
progres par nos seules forces? Jamais, jamais, mon ami; le tenter mneme 
etoit une t6m.ritC" (p. 582); "ne gofttons-nous pas mille fois le jour le 
prix des combats qu'elle [la vertu] nous a coftt6s? " (p. 582); " l'homme 
est plus libre d'eviter les tentations que de les vaincre " (p. 583) ; " si la 
vie est courte pour le plaisir, qu'elle est longue pour la vertu! " (p. 584); 
"un homme qui sut combattre et souffrir pour elle [la vertu] (p. 585); 
"toute la resistance qu'on peut tirer de soi je crois l'avoir faite, et toute- 
fois j'ai succombe " (p. 602); These passages emphasize clearly the neces- 
sity of effort and struggle to realize the possibilities of one's higher nature. 
They *are numerous enough to show that Rousseau by no means escaped 
so completely from tradition and from his Calvinistic ancestry as some 
have led us to believe. Whether they were written by Rousseau con- 
sciously or unconsciously, the important thing is that they are there and 
must not be passed over. 

33 Did Rousseau bring about Julie's death at the end of the novel because 
he was -afraid she would yield to her love for Saint-Preux, because he 
wished the novel to close with a scene likely to affect "les ames sensibles," 
or because he felt the impossibility of continuing successfully the nu6nage 
ai trois? 
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too with Lemaitre 34 that marriage, though an institutioni approved 
by society, is greatly instrumelntal in Julie's redemption and that 
in consequence we must conclude that nature and society are not 
always anid completely at war. If it be urged that Rousseau, who 
is here writing a novel, merely yields to the niecessities of the genre 
in depicting a struggle, that he is unconsciously influelnced by his 
voracious reading of novelistic literature and by his familiarity with 
French classic drama, or that his Genevan and Protestanit heritage 
is here to the fore, I do not doubt that all these factors played 
their part in thus causing him to emphasize the idea of a struggle 
for virtue. Explanation may accoulnt for the fact, it does not dis- 
pose of it. 

Furthermore, though Saint-Preux is generally taken as more 
completely Rousseau's mouthpiece than Julie and though it is true 
that Saint-Preux less commonly expresses doubt in hurnani self- 
slfficiency, yet we lnote that he is generally guided alnd overruled 
by her in thought and action and is portrayed as looking up to her 
w ith respect and deference.35 His virtue is almost wholly de- 
pendent upon hers. Julie herself has a chance to yield to her love 
for Saint-Preux, marry him, and live on Edouard's estate in Eng- 
land, but, ini favor of her duty to her family, she refuses to follow 
her own inclination's.36 Saint-Preux will not permit Edouard to 
follow " lnature " to the extent of marriage with Laure,37 and thus 
quite evidently defers to the colnventions of society. Julie advocates 
humility rather than self-confidelnce,38 although belief that man's 
inclinations wNere niaturally good wvould produce exactly the opposite 
attitude. 

Thus, ill addition to the unemphasized neutral attitude of Wol- 
mar, wve have found expressed in the Nlouvelle Heloise three other 
conceptions of human life in relation to good and evil. These are 
the theory of pr)imitive goodness; the theory, so closely allied with 
primitivism, of instinctive goodness; an(l the theory of goodness 
as harmony with man's higher nature. The first and the last have 
this in common; namely, that both admit that man in this present 
age must struggle against evil tendencies in order to become vir- 
tuous. Even the second, conceived as following the inner light 

34Lemaitre, J. J. Rousseau (Eng. trans., N. Y., 1907), pp. 199-200. 
" Roiisseau, mEuvres, In, 418. 3 Jbi-d., 257-58. 
3' Ibid., 553. `8 Ibidl., 585. 
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possessed by every one, does niot necessarily exclude the idea of 
difficulty and struggle in carryilng out the dictates of olne's con- 
science, though this is hardly the lnormal, niatural interpretationi 
that w e should expect it to have. It is n-ot the ilnterpretation given 
to it by those wN-ho most closely followed so-called Rousseauistic 
doctrinie. 

We have shown - that in the Notvelle Heloise Rousseau broke 
much less w-ith tradition than has been thought. He is more coln- 
servative than radical, clingilng ilnstilnctively to much of his Calvin- 
istic heritage, conscious that his owin life was filled with bitter 
struggle, influenced also probably by the techniique of the novel and 
the drama. Explain as you wNill the reasons for this, the fact 
remains. Does it lnot seem that the closely associated ideas of 
primitive and of instinctive goodness were theoretical conceptions 
which pleased his fancy and gave him a poinlt de dWpart from 
w hich to attack the shortcomings of his ow-n time, but did not really 
form part of his own actuLal experience, did not harmoniize with 
his owN-n struggle-filled life, which showN-ed so clearly the presence 
of evil tendencies that must be overcome by actual combat ag,ainist 
onee's natutral inclinationis? If Rousseaui did not always hold to 
this latter view, the fact but show-s how his theories sometimes led 
him aw- ay from the rock bottom of tested experience. The Nouvelle 
EThloise is in the main truer to life. "La Nouvel7e Heloise," says 
M. Lanisoin, "est dans le plan du reel." As between the three 
conceptions of " la bonte n-aturelle," primitive goodness, instinctive 
goodness, and goodness that is natural to the best in man, wve find 
most prominently emphasized in the Notvelle Ile'loise, not the sec- 
ond, the untenable doctrin-e that has often been considered as 
summin-g up all of Rousseau's thought, nor the first, which is 
opposed to all modern evolution-ary ideas, but the third, which 
portrays man's higher nature warring for the victory ag,ainst the 
evil in his lower nature, a doctrine which does in fact seem most 
in accord with daily experience. 

Rousseau, as we have seen, uses nature in a majority of cases to 
indicate a primitive state or character, which is non-artificial and 
good, but this prehistoric state must in no way be confused with 
the present, for man now is not good but possesses bad tendencies 

"'G. Lanson, " 'uinit6 de la pens6e de J. J. Rousseau," Annales de la 
Soc!tt6 J. J. Rousseau, VIII, p. 24. 
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and must fight to overcome these evil inclinations. Hence virtue 
requires a moral struggle. It is no easy road. In proportion to 
the success of this struggle will man recover his primitive goodness 
and divest himself of artificial accretions, which are "unnatural" 
and bad. The contrast between Rousseau's idealistic attitude 
toward the past and his realistic estimate of the present helps to 
explain many of the seeming contradictions in his thought. It is a 
contrast which should be taken into account by modern criticism. 

The true significance of the doctrine of natural goodness may 
easily escape us at this distance from the eighteenth century. Espe- 
cially is this the case if emphasis is placed upon the false psychology 
patent in any theory of instinctive goodness literally interpreted. 
But its real significance lies elsewhere. To those who held a hor- 
rible belief in the eternal damnation of unbaptized infants or of 
the non-elect 40 it preached the gospel that any one might be freed 
from his sin regardless of his creed, a belief which is now becoming 
a commonplace of our daily thought. To many others, devoted 
to salon and boudoir life, it called for an about-face toward a 
wholesome frankness, simplicity and naturalness.4' It opposed 
fatalism and laissez faire and called man to fulfil a nobler mission 
than in the past and to realize the highest possibilities of his 
nature. These are its permanent contributions to the cause of 
civilization. For them it deserves to be remembered.42 

GEORGE R. HAVENS. 

Ohio State University. 

40 Cf. W. E. H. Lecky, History of the Rise and Influence of the Spirit of 
Rationalism in Europe (N. Y., 1886), i, pp. 357 ff. 

"Cf. G. Lanson, EIistoire de la littdratwre francvaise (14th ed., 1918), 
p. 784. 

42For helpful suggestions made during the composition of this article, 
I am very grateful to Professors G. Chinard, E. P. Dargan, If. C. Lan- 
caster, and A. 0. Lovejoy. It is a pleasure to acknowledge their kindness. 
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